You are now holding the new Guild Guide 2015!
This guide is designed to be an initial information
package and will introduce you to the ENG
International Team and the Guilds they come from.
Read this guide with enthusiasm because it will
help you to understand the basics of the Finnish
student life, such as:

 Find out what a guild is!
 Who wears pink, blue and black?
 Who is responsible for introducing me
to the awesome student life at Aalto?

 What? The captains, officials and tutor
don’t get paid?!
 What fun stuff there is to do in
Otaniemi?
 I can find new Finnish friends from
here?

 ENG = the School of Engineering, one
of the six schools in the Aalto
University
 We study mechanical, civil,
environmental, energy and
geoinformatic technology

 What crazy people roam around the
campus with white, tasseled caps?

 How can I be a part of this amazing
adventure?

rs

Hello there!
Welcome and congratulations on accepting your
place in the School of Engineering! Finland might
seem like a cold and bizarre place at first, but fear
no more, the ENG International Team is here for
the rescue. It consists of three vibrant captains,
three active guild officials, and many awesome
tutors who are going to be your first new friends
here. We are your captains for the year: Ida is from
the Mechanical, Irene from the Civil and Reeta
from the Surveying Engineers Guilds. On the first
day of school, we will be the ones to start you on
your path to the real student life here in Otaniemi.
You will see us together organizing activities, tutors
and providing guidance for you. We are here to
help you and to make your stay the best possible.
We won't be with you alone: we will have lovely
assistants from our trained international tutors
who are anxious to meet you all already. For them,
this is a chance to get lifelong friends from every
culture imaginable and to become better versed in
all matters international. As it is our responsibility
to guide and introduce you to all Finnish habits and
make you a true teekkari*, we will take care that
the tutors are helping you with all practical issues
and introducing you to the student lifestyle in
Finland!

We three are the ones that you can contact in any
case at any hour. There are really no stupid
questions that we cannot handle. We all are here in
these roles just to make you the best foreign
experience you can get!
Your tutors will contact you via email before your
arrival. Please reply to your tutors and make your
experience even more memorable in the exquisite
country of Finland. We are already waiting for you!
– Ida, Irene and Reeta

* Teekkari is the (honorary) name given to students of technical universities like the Aalto
School of Engineering. They have the funny overalls and white caps.

Hello, and greetings from Finland. We are the
people that will be in charge of your tutors and
sending you weekly information on fun events to
attend to make your stay in Finland as welcoming
and as fun as it can possibly be! We will be working
alongside Reeta, Irene and Ida as the Directors of
International Affairs from our respective guilds.
We are a trio of internationally-minded students
who have experienced the ups and downs of
studying abroad and we are here to help you by
planning events, answering your questions, and
helping your tutors give you all the necessary
information you need.

Kieran is a Master’s degree student from the Guild
of Surveying Engineers who moved here from
Canada (too cold) and Rodrigo is a full-Degree
student from the Guild of Mechanical Engineers
who moved here from Mexico (too hot). Heikki is a
Finnish student from the Guild of Civil Engineers
with excellent English language skills - he will be in
charge with emailing you every week with tons of
interesting activities offered by the guilds.
We will be also attending and organizing some
events throughout the year where we will get the
chance to meet you and get to know you. Your
tutors will be your main point of contact because
they are highly trained but if you ever need us,
please feel free to contact us. We are thrilled you
have chosen Finland and we will do everything in
our power to giving you the best possible stay in
Finland.
See you soon!
-Heikki, Kieran, and Rodrigo

Terve!
My name is Heikki and (besides spamming you with
newsletters) I’m an international tutor at Aalto ENG.
But what does that actually mean? Well, let me tell
you based on my experience so far…
It means I’ll be the first person to meet you at the
airport. Don’t worry if you’re feeling a bit lost. You’ll
have a local person to bring you to your apartment
and help you with settling in a new country and a
new university. Feel free to ask questions – if I don’t
know the answer, I’ll probably know where you can
find it.
It means we’ll both make new friends. Finns are
rightfully known for being grumpy and quiet, but
that facade breaks down as soon as we find a
common interest. Engineering is a pretty good one
to start with. More importantly, there are many
more people who also share the same
interests in the Guilds and other
associations. My job as a tutor
is to introduce you to them.

It doesn’t mean I’ll be your babysitter. In Finland
we have a concept called “academic freedom,”
which basically means you can do whatever you
want at school but you’re also responsible for
doing useful things. I’ll tell you where to find hall M
or direct you to the study counsellor but I won’t be
behind your door at 07:00 to wake you up for an
optional lecture!
It doesn’t mean I’ll get paid. Save for a few office
workers at AYY, every single person in the student
associations does their job voluntarily. (Oh, and
there are almost 200 of those associations at
Aalto.) We do it because we want to help others
and because it’s fun. Would you like to join?

Welcome to the Finnish student life of
Otaniemi, where people wear funny overalls
and distinctive white, tasseled caps. Otaniemi
is the heart of a thriving student community
with various sovereign associations to
represent you and guide you towards an
amazing stay in Finland.
First let us look at the big picture behind the
scenes of the active student life. The Aalto
University Student Union (Aalto-yliopiston
ylioppilaskunta, AYY) is a 15,000 members
strong self-governing public law student
organization whose status is defined in the
Finnish Universities Act. Its aim is to represent
students and operate in their interest
both within and outside of their
university, and it hosts
numerous student
organizations and
communities. That being
said, students of most
departments have
founded their own
associations over the
years. Do you want to be
part of a social club with
more than a 100-year-old
student culture and tradition?
Would you like to have access to
dedicated services, from free coffee to
van borrowing? Even more importantly, would
you dare to come closer and observe real
Finnish students in their natural and secret
habitat? Then you might want to read the
following. The Guilds are AYY associations that
gather students inside the different
departments of the Schools. To sum up their

main roles: They represent you and give
academic support directly in your field of
study. They provide useful service. They
organize events, activities and parties. And if
you are looking for a job, they are a bridge to
companies. The guilds open an opportunity
for you to be part of the Finnish students’ lives
with traditions older than the Finnish
independence!

”

”

There are three distinctive guilds in the Aalto
University School of Engineering: the Guild of
Mechanical Engineers, the Guild of Civil
Engineers and the Guild of Surveying
Engineers. These are differentiated mainly on
the diverse fields of studies and you
will be able to recognize them by
their characteristic overalls. To
make it visual, the colors and
logo of the overalls identify
students of different
schools and departments.
Your epic personal
accomplishments as an
Aalto student will soon be
patched all over the
overalls to make them yours
and preserve you from the
harsh Finnish weather.
Becoming a guild member is the best
way to integrate among Finnish students
and the campus life. Our International Team is
here to help you break the ice and guide you
to the right guild. After paying the small
admission fee (6 to 8 euro), you can start:
guild rooms, services, mailing list for all the
events... you are already part of the club!

ik.ayy.fi

mk.ayy.fi

The Guild of Civil Engineers was
established in 1913 with the name
Insinööriklubi, hence the
abbreviation, IK. With 102 years of
history, the guild has long and
distinguished traditions. The older
students of IK represent Civil and
Environmental Engineering while
after 2013 the new freshmen belong
to the Energy and Environmental
Engineering program.

The Guild of Surveying Engineers,
founded in 1901, is the second oldest
guild after the Chemistry Guild (1891).
MK members commonly study in the
department of Real Estate, Planning
and Geoinformatics. The guild's
motto: “One guild, one big family”,
emphasises how close-knit and full of
love our guild members are. This
could be explained by the number of
members in the guild (about 400), but
the smaller the group the closer it
becomes. In the Bachelor’s program
reform of 2013, Built Environment
was introduced as a new program.

Members of the guild can be
recognized from their dark blue
overalls, while environmental
engineers also have a green sleeve. As
of 2013, however, all new students
receive overalls with a green pocket
and a green sleeve, as the freshmen
consist of a single Bachelor’s
program. The guild room is located in
the R-building (Rakentajanaukio 4A),
called Raksa by the Finnish students.
To get to the room, walk directly
across the entrance hall after passing
through the main doors. If you dare,
you can even test your skills at Guitar
Hero there!

You can recognize a surveyor from
their matte black overalls with a
coloured sleeve. Students in the old
program have dark green or red
sleeves and for the new program it is
magenta! MK’s guild room is situated
in Kvarkki (Otakaari 3), a tight left
after entering through the main
doors. There you can hang out, enjoy
coffee and become a part of the
family!

kik.ayy.fi
The Guild of Mechanical Engineers
was founded in 1915 for students of
mechanical and energy engineering,
but since the Bachelor’s program reform of 2013 the guild has welcomed
Mechanical and Civil Engineering
freshmen. It is the biggest guild in
Aalto University, with about 1,100
members. KIK celebrated its 100th
anniversary in March 2015, thus
reaching the respectable group of
ancient traditions together with the
other guilds of the School of Engineering.
KIK is known for its pink overalls, as it
is the only engineering student organization with the distinct color. According to legend, the origin of the color
comes from a Pink Panther toy won
during a domestic excursion, which
somehow ended up in Stockholm. The
guild provides some notable services
including a welding machine and a
van. KIK’s guild room is located in the
main building of Mechanical Technology (K1), on the ground floor, opposite to the restaurant. You can find
multiple guild members there especially during lunch hours enjoying
their meals and the vibrant company.

The Guild Room
The guild room can be called the guild’s heart. It’s a
place where the members of the guild can be found at
almost any time of the day (sometimes even when
they are supposed to be somewhere else). The
atmosphere is cozy and welcoming and as an
international student it’s an awesome place for you to
meet and get to know Finnish people. As a member of
the guild, the guild room offers you many kinds of
benefits ranging from cheap coffee and comfy sofas to
a study area with computers and a photocopier.
Usually someone from the guild board will also be
there to help you with official matters, such as joining
the guild or buying overalls.

Sports
The guilds have many teams in different sports, for
example floorball, volleyball and basketball, which you
are welcome to join. In addition to that, various sports
-related events are organized throughout the year.

Other events
Guilds offer lots of different kinds of parties from
smaller to bigger ones, some cruises and a few hang
arounds for their members. The guilds of ENG provide
the Weekly News for their international students. In
them you can get more information about these
events so make sure to follow them!

Divisions
Each guild has several divisions that are there for all
those who want to take part in the action without
tying themselves down too much. Whatever you want
to do, there’s a division for it: sports, culture,
mechanical workshop, writing, singing… Each division
also has a coordinator or a director who guides the
activities and keeps in contact with the guild’s board.

The Sitsit
Sitsit is an academic dinner party where the night
starts with a complete dinner and ends with an
afterparty. The main focus is not on eating, but on
enjoying singing, good drinks and great company. The
biggest parties of the year, like
the Guilds’
anniversaries, could be described as very formal
sitsits. The Guilds organise many sitsit of different
themes throughout the year, even with other student
associations. Sitsit follow certain etiquettes, including
the dress code and toasting, but all of this is
introduced best by attending and experiencing the
sitsit yourself.

The Sauna Evenings
Like many other Finns, the students in
Otaniemi love going to the sauna. Guilds
have their own weekly saunas and, in
addition, many parties and after-parties
are organised to include a sauna.
Sometimes, there’s also a hot tub, called
‘palju’ in Finnish, to use in addition to the
sauna on the “half-times” when the going
gets too hot.

Excursions
The guilds’ excursions masters regularly organize
company visits, which usually entail a company
presentation as well as a tour around their site. Often
after the official part there is a meal or sauna
involved. Excursions are a great way to get a feel for
the Finnish industry and make contacts.
Overalls

Company Presentations
Every once in a while companies come to our campus
to present themselves and to have a sauna evening
with the students. Company representatives are a
great way to get new get integrated with a new
company and obtain possible contacts for summer
jobs.

Overalls are the distinctive clothes Finnish students
use in events. They will enable you to join the action
and not worry about dirtying your own clothes as they
will preserve you from the harsh Finnish weather and
possible crawling on the ground. In ENG, each guild
has it’s own colour as mentioned before. The overalls
are a great way to integrate in the student life in
Otaniemi so we recommend you all to get them. After
that you can start collecting badges and fill your
overalls with them making them more personal.
Badges will be sold by the guilds and in most of the
events.

Prior to leaving for Finland to complete my
Masters degree in Creative Sustainability at Aalto
University, I had never even left North America.
Canada was all I had ever experienced. Rather than
nervousness or fear, however, I felt excited. I
desperately craved to get out and see the world. I
would be lying if I said that my first few days in
Finland were smooth. Without my tutors, who were
absolutely amazing, I may not still be in Finland now.
They picked me up at the airport, brought me to the
HOAS office where I was given my house keys and
then they brought me to my house. I was given a few
minutes to change and then we were off to Otaniemi
for my first school party. It was dark so I saw little of
the campus but when we got inside the atmosphere
was cheerful and cozy. I bought my first beer for 1
euro, which was a pleasant surprise. I probably
bought 40 beers that night but I passed many around.
As an obnoxious, party-loving Canadian, I proceeded
to teach a few people around me the drinking game
of flip cup and after a while most of the party was
playing the game. I now consider the people that I
originally started playing the game with to be my
friends.
The next few days on the other hand were
extremely difficult. I went to the Magistrate to get my
Finnish ID because that is what my tutors instructed
me to do. The Magistrate told me that I would get my
ID in the mail in 7-10 days. I had already tried to get a
phone plan before that and they had told me I
needed to get a Finnish ID. So I was stuck in a country
I did not know where the people seemed like they did
not want to talk to me and I did not have Google
Maps! Furthermore, I could not get my student travel
card or a bank account until I had this ID number. My
tutors were not really able to help me, and
understandably so, because they are obviously all
Finnish by birth and have had an ID card their whole
lives. I got by with the Wi-Fi that I could steal and
figured out my way to events and locations. But there
was a lot of guessing and a lot of extra walking and
struggles. I also spent a lot of money in those first ten
days because the bus was 5 Euros every time I took it
and I found myself eating in coffee shops and things
close by because I knew their location.

These struggles made me want to help other
International students when they come to Finland,
because after a few bad days, my stay here in Finland
has been amazing! I am now the Director of the
International Tutors for the Guild of Surveying
Engineers. I would suggest to any foreigner coming in
on an exchange to unlock their phone before coming,
purchase a prepaid Sim Card from DNA and use that.
For 17 Euros you can get unlimited Internet and
Google Maps works great and is always spot on with
the bus times. Purchase a temporary travel card from
the HSL service point because it saves you almost 2
Euros every time you use the bus. Secondly, I would
take out 400 Euros or so for your first week where
you won’t have a bank account or you can use your
VISA at no extra charge. This we have outlined in the
CHECKLIST given to you to follow.
Now I would like to clarify that while these
issues were extremely stressful, I was still able to
have fun. My tutors were great – many of them I
consider my friend now – and they informed me
about all the events. There was lots of partying and
drinking like any typical Frosh week. I met some really
cool people. Once I got my issues settled and school
began, I began to really enjoy myself. What you find is
that your guild becomes your family. They help you
when you are down, you hang out with them during
the day in the Guild room, and you attend parties
with them. They become your friends. All you need to
do is to not be shy and join the guild, attend the
events, and the rest will follow!
I have settled in now and absolutely love
Finland. All I needed were some friends that I could
rely on and hang out with on a semi regular basis.
However, Finnish people are slower when it comes to
trust. Finnish people are very quiet – them not talking
to you must not be taken as disrespectful. Be patient
and they will open up to you. Unlike many places in
the world, a Finn finds “awkward silence”
comfortable. As foreigners, we must respect that and
perhaps even begin to admire it even if it takes some
getting used to. Living in Finland as a foreigner
requires a mindset shift. Besides when they are
drinking/drunk, Finns are quite quiet. It’s not that

they are mean or arrogant - they are just quiet. I have
found in my experience that Finnish people are shy
because they are extremely interested as to what
foreigners think of them and their country. Every time
they speak it is well thought out and has a purpose.
You can tell these things from the Finnish language. As
a friend told me, there are no filler words in Finnish;
there are no “likes”, “umm’s”, or “huh’s”. They speak
when they need to speak. It takes some getting used
to. There is no denying that.
In Canada we are loud and obnoxious. We can small
talk all day long. A good example of this is was when I
was sitting at a table with a Costa Rican, a Latvian, an
American, and a Swiss person finishing up dinner as
the cafeteria was closing. It was full at the time. We
talked for maybe fifteen minutes and then one of our
group made a comment that we were the only people
left in the whole cafeteria. I was blown away. There
was not a soul. Small talk comes so naturally to me but
to a Finn it seems like a waste of time. Everything that
is said, except among close friends, is heavily weighed
and thought out. I see it now as refreshing and
admirable. At first it scared me because I am very
sociable and don’t like being alone but now that I have
some friends, it truly is a breath of fresh air.

The first few weeks are tough; there is no
reason to lie. I think the Finnish system could and
should be improved so that we are given our ID right
away. But we have a system in place now that should
prevent you from having the troubles I had. All you
need to do is sit back, get involved with the Guild, and
have fun!
There were also some pleasant surprises like
the fact that most Finns speak great English. I have had
no problems talking to people but it would help if
instructions were written in English a little bit more!
The country, though it is starting to get dark very early
really is extremely beautiful in a quaint sort of way.
Walking down the Esplanada in Helsinki and seeing the
old buildings like the Senate, the National Museum of
History, Parliament and others is breathtaking. The
cobblestone streets give Helsinki the intrinsic beauty
that Europe is known for. Finally, I have nothing but
praise to sing for the schooling system here. Besides
the fact that is free, the amount I have learned so far is
more than I learned in a year in Canada about
sustainability. I am beyond happy that I chose Finland,
ecstatic that I persevered the first week, and look
forward to my next year and a half or more here! We
are all excited to meet you!
Kieran Hooey

I moved to Finland on August 21st. Ever
since, all I have seen was beauty and peace. I might
still be enjoying the “Honeymoon” phase, but I
certainly like it here. It should although be stated,
for the sake of argument, that I still haven’t
experienced the Finnish winter.
Before moving to a new country, one has
some ideas and expectations of what he/she might
find. My idea of Finland was a calm country that
was very cold, both in weather and native’s
interaction with others, and a country where
people might be a bit racist towards others who
seem to be a foreigner with perhaps different skin
tone. Although some true, most of my views
towards Finland have been changed.
Finland is a very clean and neat place,
mostly because I believe the Finns find themselves
responsible for the environment they live in. Finns
possess a large bubble of personal space in which
strangers are not welcome in normal circumstances
(when sober). However, if one is genuinely
interested in them and shows respect to the Finns’
privacy, they are let in and are welcomed warmly.
Finns are patient people. They listen to you when
you speak and expect the same from you in return.
They are also very respectful. I haven’t yet seen a
Finn get angry or talk differently to me because I
was wasting their time with my questions about
the HSL card (travel card) and my obvious and futile
observations and comments. The Finns who I had
the opportunity to talk to and befriend have been
very warm, respectful, and welcoming. They show
interest and are eager to help. Almost all of them
talk fluent English with British accent. Just a little
bit slower.
Alcohol is an important part of social life in Finland,
as far as I have seen. Of course this observation
might be skewed because of my student life, but
never the less, the interviews I have had with some
Finns, more or less, confirms what I am going to
say.

Finns drink to get drunk!
In some cultures drinking wine and beer
with food is part of a daily routine that helps you

relax when on break or after a long day at work. In
Finland however one does not drink beer to
refresh. One buys alcohol in “pallets” and drinks till
his/her bubble of privacy shrinks down to the size
of a walnut and he/she becomes as social as an
Italian at a wedding party. Drinking age in Finland is
18 and one can drink beer in public (as far as one’s
not too obvious).
This of course leads to uncomfortable public
transportation rides back home where a bunch of
drunk people are all huddled up in a bus that
seems like a ship lost in a storm from the point of
view of a drunk.
Now a little about how a Finn looks like.
Finns are attractive. Both males and females. They
have slender stature, bleach blond hair, and light
blue eyes. Men are mostly cleanly shaven and have
a rather deep voice. Females don’t wear much
make up and have good skin. Finns also seem to
have a healthy diet. I have not seen many out of
shape people.
As a conclusion, I would like to say that the
stereotype towards Finns stating that they are
antisocial and cold might seem true at first, but just
like any other stereotype it is just a stereotype to
facilitate making jokes. Finns are highly educated,
as a matter of fact they have the best education
system in the world, and Finland is one of the most
democratic countries in the world. Sorry America.
-Bijan Bayat Mokhtari

Checklist and useful links


Get a roof over your head. Remember to make the notice of moving! ayy.fi/en/housing/ and
www.hoas.fi



Reply to your tutors and keep in touch with them. They are your closest link to survival!



Organise the pick-up of the keys to your apartment if the housing office is closed when you arrive.



Have your letter of admission and any other school documents already printed out.



Make sure you phone is unlocked if you are planning to use it in Finland.



Find the best travel route between home and school. www.reittiopas.fi/en/



Pack warm clothes with you, as well as a better suit or dress for more formal events. Also remember a
swimsuit if you feel more comfortable in a sauna with it.



Check out a Teekkari to English dictionary and learn a few facts about the traditional Otaniemi student
life. sik-international.ayy.fi/living/teekkariculture/dictionary-teekkari-english



Check this page for more information! into.aalto.fi/display/enmastereng/



Enrol as an attending student and pay the AYY membership fee. Keep the receipt of payment with you
at all times until you receive your student ID card (the receipt will function as its substitute)! ayy.fi/en/
students/membership-and-fees/



Get the public transportation travel card from a HSL (Helsinki Region Transport) service point and
update it with student status. www.hsl.fi/en/



Get a telephone subscription or a prepaid card.



Make sure you have a way to pay in Finland. It is always good to carry some cash, especially at student
events. Cards work fine almost everywhere else.



Get the most out of the orientation week, so arrive early enough!



Join the ENG International Facebook group. www.facebook.com/groups/268124393330397/



Be active in your tutoring group, AYY and the different associations and get to know new people –
studying is a lot more fun in good company!



Ask your tutor about anything troubling you!

Schedule for the First Week
Degree)students:)IntroductionttotMaster’stStudiestintEngineering)all)weekR)check)separate)schedule.
You)are)still)welcome)to)meet)tutors)and)join)the)other)events)whenever)you)have)timeF
Monday 31.8.
Any)time Meeting)up)with)tutors)and)taking)care)of)current)matters)0e.g.)registrations6
18:00
Saunatevening)with)Finnish)students)of)your)Guild
Tuesday 1.9.
Any)time Meeting)up)with)tutors)and)taking)care)of)current)matters
16:00
AaltotParty)0outdoor)festival6)1)Afterparty
Wednesday 2.9.
12:00
OrientationtoftthetDepartmenttoftEngineering
17:00
ENGtInternationaltHangPabout
Thursday 3.9.
Any)time Meeting)up)with)tutors)and)taking)care)of)current)matters
17:00
OtaPorienteering)0checkpoints)around)Otaniemi6
Friday 4.9.
12:00
OrientationtoftthetDepartmentstoftTechnology
20:00
Kaukkarit)0start)of)semester)party6
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